
DSTI Hour Quiz Contest
Rules & Regulations

These general contest rules and regulations are applicable to contests brought to you

by the Directorate of Science, Technology and Innovation (DSTI), which are

administered live on-air or online on AfriRadio (103.5 FM).

1. ELIGIBILITY: The contest is open to all legal residents of Sierra Leone.

Notwithstanding the above, the contest is not open to individuals associated with the

contest, including the employees, agents or representatives of DSTI and Africell Radio

(including its respective divisions, subsidiaries, affiliates and advertising or promotional

agencies) and suppliers providing prizes or other materials or services in connection

with this contest. This contest is also not open to the immediate family members of the

aforementioned.

2. HOW TO PARTICIPATE: To participate for a chance to win some of our amazing

prizes,  tune in on the first to the last Tuesday of every month to from 11am-12pm and

our weekly repeats on Thursdays and Saturdays from 7pm - 8pm and follow the

instructions given by the on-air host.  You will be required to use an Africell number to

text-in your answers. In order to be declared a winner by the contest judges, all

participants must be in compliance with these contest rules.

3. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY: No purchase is required to enter the DSTI Hour

Contest.



4. PRIZES: There are various prizes available to be won, which will be identified by the

on-air host at the time of the Contest.

5. PUBLICITY: By entering a contest, you consent to the use of your name, city of

residence, photograph, voice, statement and image for any publicity purposes related to

DSTI Hour.

6. DECISIONS ARE FINAL: In the event of a conflict between the rules and any

instructions or interpretation of these rules regarding a contest, these rules shall prevail.

7. CHEATING WILL AMOUNT TO AN AUTOMATIC DISQUALIFICATION: Any attempt

to tamper with the entry process, interfere with these contest rules, deliberately damage

any website or undermine the administration, security or legitimate operation of the

contest, is in direct violation of contest rules.

8. TECHNOLOGY MISHAPS: DSTI and AfriRadio assumes no responsibility for: entries

lost, stolen, late, delayed, damaged, illegible, incomplete, or for the failure, interruption

or delay of texts or other communication to be received.

9. CONTEST PERIOD: Contest will run for a period of two days in December. Contest

dates will be announced by our on air host.

10. AGREEMENT OF CONTEST TERMS: By entering the contest, each entrant agrees

to abide by these contest rules.

11. PERSONAL INFORMATION: Personal information collected from entrants will be

used by DSTI Hour/AfriRadio will only be used for  the purpose of administering the

contest.


